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Introduction (John Gordon) 

In November and December meeting will be in building 40. Next year follows the 
same format as this year – second Wednesday of the month. If anyone sees any 
clashes please notify John. March will be in Lyon (with MB on 8th). 



Availability monitoring – now understand the chain (documented?). Raise a 
GGUS ticket. Results adjusted and GridView team regenerate the monthly figures.  

 

JG: Any rumours Ian on 2012? 

IB: At the RRB on Monday afternoon the DG stated that the base plan was still to 
stop in 2012 but flexibility is the key, particularly if there are hints of new 
physics. A stop in 2012 is what people should plan around. 

JG: Sites for purchasing will need to decide in 2011. The accelerators have 
different commitments.  

 

Operational security update (Romain Wartel) 

Reviewed CVE-2010-3081. Enabled any user with access to get root. Sites 
patched quickly once patches available. Lessons learned – there will be 
availability loss and this needs to be minimised through a coordinated response. 
As always the response requires good risk management – protect reputation and 
resources while keeping availability as high as possible.  

IB: What does it mean to suspend a site now? 

RW: For EGI it means to remove a site from the BDII. If the users go directly to 
the site we can not remove the link from the network.  

IB: The site can potentially be a problem. One threat is that they are exposed as a 
problem. At the RRB, that availabilities went down and this was not really 
commented on, but if sites had gone down due to the vulnerability being used 
that would receive comment. 

RW:  

JG: There are multiple communication routes. There are network CERTs too.  

RW: Some better than others. NGIs may be able to suspend sites from network.  

JG: Can we not escalate to that state? 

RW: It is the policy of many NRENs not to suspend sites.  But they would contact 
the sites.  

JG: We should escalate some of these issues within the project. 

RW: 7 days this time is better than 90 days for all sites to patch last year. 

OS: Same question on effect of suspension. Suppose middleware will allow 
remote stopping of grid services? 

JG: Comes into policies 

IB: Goes against site autonomy and I doubt this would be agreed. 



GS: Same question! In general totally happy to follow security advice of WLCG 
but we do now hardcode various services into code… 

RW: Having the VOs iterate the non-use statement was a very powerful help. 

JG: Are we patching the availability calculations for dealing with this sort of 
incident? Not totally happy with manipulating the calculation – if a site was 
unavailable then it was unavailable. 

JG: One issue was sites not correctly entering downtime.  

GS: Did not see T1 problems but T2s did enter downtimes that were not 
consistent with their service state. 

JG: If there is a post-mortem then sites should be reminded to follow the 
procedures. 

 

Ownership of WLCG Network Problems/OPN Troubleshooting Procedures 
(John Shade) 

LdA: Ticket 61640 is not the first time we have seen a problem with network to 
the US/New York area. 

Users are understanding when they are kept informed.  

JG: For the NDGF-RAL problem how would this be handled byt the agents? 

JS: They did the correct thing. They got the network operators (NREN) to 
escalate to the network engineers. That’s how it came to Eduardo at CERN. What 
was not done was keeping ATLAS informed. For the CNAF case, because there 
were independent mail threads that could have speeded things up 
communications wise. GGUS provides a nice central point but with the network 
area there is a separate discussion likely. 

 

JG: Are you convinced Ian? 

IB: Not quite sure how we are going to get better updates in the tickets 

JS: We do not have a central capture all unit for looking at tickets. One advantage 
of standard GGUS is that reports are produced giving useful feedback. It has to 
the end-sites who get those warnings. The ticket should go back to the submitter. 

IB: One of the two ends has to make sure the problem is followed up – i.e. has 
ownership. 

MD: I do not think … famous ATLAS ticket for the BNL-CNAF issue. Took over one 
week for tests to start. Hard to identify where the problem is but issue still not 
understood. 



JS: Just because tickets are not updated this does not mean things are not 
progressing. 

JG:  

MD: If a site is notified, GGUS support unit becomes the ROC/NGI. If somebody 
escalates it does not matter if the support unit is VOMS or NGI-D, the escalation 
will go to each. For network the ROC/NGI gets a reminder and the submitter. 
Once network identified as an issue need to move to a network authority.  

JG: John’s proposal seems to be that the 2 sites take ownership. In the case 
mentioned it is ROC-ITALY that gets the reminder. 

MD: How do we involve network authorities in the ticket workflow? 

IB: You are talking about escalation to a network authority. What I was saying 
was that one site should take ownership. 

JG: Do we want a definition of who the LHC agent is for each site? 

??: Uncomfortable putting these things at ROC level. OPN means T0 and T1 
issues. The only ones who can solve this are at the T1/T0. In Dutch case, if you 
assign to us the  …. 

IB: Who do we complain to about lack of feedback in ticket? 

??: The T1 manager. 

JG: Can not assign ticket to the T1 manager. 

IB: Let’s fix the process then. 

JG: Let’s wait to see the statement from Jamie Shiers. 

 

Middleware Update (Andrew Elwell) 

Monthly update. Includes the gLite 3.1 retirement plan. 

Torque – best effort by NIKHEF. EPL will be EGI repository for non-EGI 
supported components.  

JG: Are sites happy with this list? Standard updates stop for some components 
tomorrow! 

Message sent to T1s. How many T2s are going to make it to January running 
unsupported versions and what are we going to do about it? 

??: Slight problem with SL5 upgrade of  

MS: It is not the box that has the problem it is a tool chain. Can not stop… 

??: Not demanding extra support, just that it may mean we need to run with an 
unsupported release for a while. 



 

New GGUS Support Units (Maria Dimou) 

Many new support units (SUs) being added – especially middleware 3rd level SUs 
previously in an umbrella group of release and packaging.  3rd level can only be 
assigned to by the 2nd level supporters in DMSU (Deployed Middleware Support 
Unit). 

JG: May need to remind supporters of their responsibilities. Also, is DMSU EGI 
not EMI. 

MD: Yes it is EGI. 

JG: There must be some support for third level support. …  

ML: Only supporters can assign… 

JG: But every sysadmin is a supporter. Give it a chance and see if it works. We do 
not want to be too procedural at this stage. 

 

Installed Capacity Reports (John Gordon) 

Happy with T1s Ian? 

IB: All but the VO shares. 

JG: Information publishing for VOs is now available for sites to view individually 
but not currently collated. 

By end of October we want T2 reports for MB viewing. 

JG: Can do sanity checks. 

IB: In gstat you can do the pledge comparison directly. 

Some countries not publishing any disk so clearly a mistake. 

Everyone should review the gstat data and drill down to see if the results are 
realistic.  

IB: May be useful to talk through the gstat pages: http://gstat-
wlcg.cern.ch/apps/topology/. 

Sites need to validate the figures are now reported correctly. 

 

ARC Caching (David Cameron) 

No questions. 

Setting up SRM getturl (Jens Jensen) 

http://gstat-wlcg.cern.ch/apps/topology/
http://gstat-wlcg.cern.ch/apps/topology/


- No slides but there is a spreadsheet attached to the agenda. 

Can do this for dCache and Bestman by the end of the year.  

JG: So you are proposing you can do some  

PM: What you are proposing is rolling out new features into production 
releases. 

JG: Demonstrators do not need to be rolled out to production but capable of 
being put through some real world tests. 

JJ: Demonstrated for dCache – can do much better than 6s. 

MS: Why does everyone get the same 6 seconds? 

PM: The SRM API calls include a sync and async mode. The async talks to the 
server and that gives a ticket with how long it takes. Sync is a blocking mode. 
Response is yes the file exists etc. but can block threads on server. Async 
scales better for more users but has delay. Gurt tried a sync request in first 
instance for up to say 1s. If not possible it then allocates a ticket for an async 
query.  This feature is now part of trunk release. New golden release next 
spring will have this configurable feature. 

JJ: As for other implementations we need to ask EMI if they want to take it 
further with Storm and EMI. 

DC: So the server tells the client to wait 4seconds… could try reducing the 
figure.  

PF: This risks a denial of service. If you have a request for EMI then raise 
these to EGI first.  

JG: EMI have asked for input through various routes 

IB: Discussed in MB yesterday. Agreed yesterday that WLCG would have a 
direct link into EMI.  

JG: Worth having this at some sites and not others? 

GS: 6 seconds is a large overhead. Accept this over the WAN. Do see some 
problems and good to fix. Main problem is opening large number of files over 
the LAN. Moved away from SRM opens to backend protocols. I can not see us 
moving back to opening using the SRM in these cases.  

PF: The SRM was never meant to be used locally. It is about data management 
not opening files. Nevertheless what Jens is doing here is good for customers. 

JG: IBs comment is that this is worth doing anyway and not wait to the new 
year. On Graeme’s point you could also submit bulk requests.  

MSG/catalogue synchronisation & MSG/ACL propagation (Fabrizio Furano) 



PF: Some news – PTB meeting, this approach will be supported by EGI. The 
broker will support this now. STOMP library will need to be used. If you have 
technical issues with this then come back to the group. 

JG: ActiveMQ (using a messaging bus) can be done independently of anyone. 
Depends on how wide area. SE talking to catalogue… you would want the 
brokers provided by the infrastructure. …  

IB: We need to decide on the solution to the problem and if this can be integrated 
into what EGI are doing then all well and good. 

MS: There seems to be an idea that the project prescribes at a detailed level what 
can be done.  

PF: Whatever is found out should be reported back to EGI 

JG: EGI will run a network of brokers while EMI is looking at a change. If just 
using that then no problem. EMI also plans to have a lot of middleware using 
messaging but it is not clear how. 

PF: We should not make mistake that each group does something different. Ian 
should come back to PTB.  EMI infrastructure area wants to provide something 
so why not stay in contact? 

 

Chirp for User Output (Rod Walker) 

Ian Fisk: Basic question. Seems like ideal for user – see jobs being wrapped up. 
Why do we think this scales better than other things we have? 

RW: WNs write to local SRM. If all writing to one CHIRP server for one user 

IF: User jobs coming back to local SEs. Instead of going as number of CPUs it goes 
as activity of user. So the scaling disappears. Run CHIRP server for limited 
number but if one user gets 10,000 slots what effect does it have on others? 

JG: Can you show what load you have taken off the production network? 

RW: Scalable global file system. Being able to read/write into it efficienctly and 
the server is part of that…. Point about many jobs from one user can cause 
problems and has done. 

 

 

ATLAS dynamic data placement (Graeme Stewart) 

JG: 3000 data sets with 6 copies. Now 1642 data sets which includes replications 
is used.. How many of 3000 actually get asked for? 

GS: We do not make many second copies  so about 1500. 

IF: If I am sitting in the Germany cloud ….  



GD: User just submits to grid and the system will decide where to run the job – 
i.e. which cloud to use. 

IF: Slide 5. This is a log plot. Most accesses are on data that somebody else has 
accessed? 

GS: Yes- small number of hot datasets. We do not think this is a problem. 

 

NFS 4.1 Demonstrator Milestone 2 report (Patrick Furhmann) 

Brian: Would be interesting to see the results from other jobs. 

PF: Can easily produce a job giving the opposite result. Will have a another CMS 
official approach. A set of jobs that will be run on DPM/dCache etc.  The result 
does depend highly on the job.  Would like a set from LHCb, ALICE and ATLAS 
too to see the results on the set.  

 

JT: If you can not get it into SL5 what are the chances to get into Red Hat? 

PF: What is the community, who is asking? I do not know the answer.  

 

CDN Demo Update (Jeff Templon) 

 

Cassandra/Fuse as LFC/SRM alternative (Oscar Koeroo) 

 

Proxy Caches (Andreas Joachim Peters ) 

JG: This is a dedicated xrootd proxy? 

AP: Yes.  

BB: Have you talked to users and asked if their jobs are the same? Do you have a 
feel of the liklihood of …. 

GS: You made a statement about Tier-3 data access… not clear that they would be 
using the same files. 

 

IT large-scale tests  (Andreas Joachim Peters ) 

Will ALICE test together with ATLAS? 

??: November will be a busy month with heavy ions running but okay we can try. 

JT: What is EOS? 



AP: It has a gridFTP entry point and FUSE interface. Can export with FTS or 
directly. Coordination of the 4 different xrootd related projects will be discussed 
at CHEP. 

PF: What is the SRM? 

AP: Bestman. 

JT: General Coordination Forum for demonstrators…. There is a list set up by 
Maartten so perhaps we could use that? 

ML: Yes could be used. 

 

Xrootd-global (Brian Paul Bockelman)  

 

Xrootd (Graeme Stewart) 

IB: you have some underlying ATLAS things to do with name space but otherwise 
similar to Brian’s?  

GS: Yes 

Comes together with proxies, shims on top … probably maintain own 
namespaces. Others attended a joint meeting last meet. 

IF: The infrastructure will end up being quite similar. Good to look at relative 
performance between the approaches. Would be an opportunity to understand 
the differences. 

GS: DO not disagree. Next week Athena release brings with it more use of xrootd 

IF: It is an interesting bit of optimization on both sides. 

GS: And for example CPU efficiencies can be misleading. Events per second is 
more important.  

IB: Also successful jobs. 

IF: Also the amount of data read per read. Found things CPU bound only because 
of unzipping things.  

BB: The demonstrators have stayed in touch but can see in coming months more 
work together at code level. Working closer at infrastructure level would be good 
but more difficult.  

GS: Options are open. 

JG: Is there scope for sharing things like proxies?  

GS: You mean proxies in front of sites? We’ve seen this in squid deployment. 
RALPP recently set up one squid for ATLAS and CMS and it works quite happily. 



ML: Is there not a concern about namespace scaling? 

BB: It needs to know every currently used file.  The global redirector just keeps 
only the most popular from the cache. 

GS: Have other components like LFC. 

MS: If it caches name resolution how does it know about new replication? Does it 
have a cahce update mechanism 

BB: Cache has validation rules for example update every two hours.  

MS: Would also trigger broadcast to all the end points? 

BB: Typically wait 130ms. Additional cache thrashing 

??: System assumes that files are all read-only. How then to keep the caches 
consistent. 

GS: If you want a change you write a new file. 

BB: Also issue if site is interrupted when downloading. Xrootd folks have ideas 
for this but status quo would have to change a bit. 

PF: What Ian asked before. Is ATLAS now moving away from catalogue towards 
static file to map from logical to physical name? 

GS: Not in all cases. There will be an issue between approaches in the future! 

 

LHCb Dynamic Data Placement () 

 

Item parked for a future meeting…. 

 

 

 


